
Mathematis 304, setion 2 { Ordinary Di�erential EquationsLab Day 1 { Maple for Di�erential Equations, Bifurations, et.September 20, 2004BakgroundToday, we want see how to use Maple to plot diretion �elds and approximate solutionsfor �rst order ODE. We will also look at further examples of bifurations in the family ofequations x0 = ax� x3 � bwhere a; b are two independent real parameters.Maple Commands for Plotting Funtions, Diretion Fields and SolutionsThe Maple ommands that we will use today are:plot to plot ordinary funtions of one variableanimate to see animated 2D plotsDEplot to plot diretion �elds and solutions of an ODEThe basi Maple ommand for 2D plotting graphs of the form y = f(x) is alled plot.The basi format is plot(funtion,range,options);where: funtion is the funtion to be plotted { the simplest way to speify one is via aformula, range is the range of x-values you want to see plotted, and options an be usedto ontrol the form of the plot if desired. No options need be spei�ed, however, so thatpart an be absent. For exampleplot(x^4-x^3+2*x-5*sin(x^2),x=1..3,title="My First Maple Graph");will plot y = x4 � x3 + 2x� 5 sin(x2)on the range 1 � x � 3, and add a title.An example of the animate ommand is given in the Lab Questions below.The DEplot ommand is part of the DEtools pakage; to use it you will need to startby entering the ommand: with(DEtools):to load the DEtools routines. Note: the olon at the end of a Maple ommand suppressesthe output { the ommand is exeuted but the results are not displayed. In this ase theoutput would be a (long) list of the ommands that are parts of the pakage { maybeinteresting, but wasteful of paper when you go to print out your worksheet!1



A Worked ExampleFor instane, suppose we wanted to study the diretion �eld, and solutions of variousinitial value problems for the 1st order ODE y0 = ty � 1. Spei�ally, say we wanted toplot the solution of the initial value problem with y(0) = 1 for t 2 [�1; 1℄ (this is hosenarbitrarily here). We ould use the following ommands. First we de�ne the slope funtionf(t; y) = ty � 1: f := (t,y) -> t*y - 1;Then we set up the di�erential equation in Maple's format:eq := diff(y(t),t) = f(t,y(t));Then we use DEplot to generate the plot we want:DEplot(eq,y(t),t=-1..1,[[y(0)=1℄℄,lineolor=blak);When you exeute the DEplot ommand the output will be a plot showing the diretion�eld (with line segments drawn as arrows pointing in the diretion of inreasing x), togetherwith a plot of the solution.Comments:1. The 3-step proess above ould atually be ombined into a single ommand if you putthe de�nition of the di�erential equation diretly into the DEplot ommand (insteadof building it up using the slope funtion). I reommend that you do things this waythough, at least at �rst, to keep everything straight in your mind and minimize thehane for typing errors.2. The general format of the DEplot ommand isDEplot(equation,depvar(indepvar),range,inits,options);where equation is the di�erential equation, in the format given above. After theequation omes the name of the dependent variable (i.e. the unknown funtion) withthe independent variable in parentheses, then the range of values of the independentvariable you want to see plotted, then the initial onditions, and options last. Theorder of these is �xed { you annot mix them up freely. You an plot several di�erentsolutions together by putting more than one initial ondition inside the outer pairof square brakets, separated by ommas, e.g. [[y(0) = 1℄,[y(0)=2℄,[y(-1)=2℄℄.Options an be used to ontrol the way solutions are plotted and the appearane ofthe plot. The lineolor=blak in the above is an option, for instane. Without that,Maple would use a default yellow olor that does not show up when you print yourworksheet(!)3. To draw the solution, Maple is using an approximate numerial method similar to, butmore powerful than, the Euler's Method you may have studied in alulus. Methods ofthis type produe a table of values for an approximate solution funtion by \followingthe diretion �eld". Then Maple plots the approximate solution by onneting thepoints with straight line segments. This method is far from fool-proof! In partiular,2



if the slope funtion is hanging rapidly, disontinuous at some points, et., it an leadto inaurate results. Fortunately, there are ways to try to �ne-tune its behavior. Ifyou notie that your approximate solution looks very jagged (adjaent straight linesegments have very di�erent slopes) or if it jumps around wildly, you an try inludingan option stepsize=.01or some number even smaller than :01. The step size is the spaing between suessivevalues of the independent variable when Maple omputes the approximate solution.Reduing the stepsize from its default value an improve plots. It also slows down theomputation, though, beause more points must be omputed! If the slope funtion isdisontinous at some point on your solution, this may not help; in some ases, thistype of method will always fail no matter how small the step size is!4. IMPORTANT NOTE: Some initial onditions with some di�erential equations leadto solutions that beome unbounded extremely quikly. If this happens Maple willprobably \punt" on trying to draw them and return a blank graph with a messagethat says: Floating Point Overow. Please shorten axes. This means that you needto redue the range of values of the independent variable.Lab QuestionsAll parts of questions A-E in this lab refer to the family of �rst order ODE's(1) x0 = ax� x3 � b:The goal here is to understand the bifurations that our in this family, and to generatea sort of \2D bifuration diagram" illustrating the possibilities. Some of the parts of thesequestions ask you to generate hand skethes of phase lines, bifuration diagrams, and soforth. You an do those on separate sheets and attah them to your Maple printout.A) Set a = 1 in the general form (1)1) With b = �2, then b = 0, then b = 2 use the DEplot ommand desribed above to plotapproximate solutions of this equation with initial onditions x(0) = �2;�1=2; 1=2; 2(all on the same axes). Sketh the phase line for this equation with a = 1 and eah ofthese b-values (by hand) and explain how they relate to your solution graphs.2) Plot y = x�x3� b (ordinary funtion plot) for various b. For another way to see this,you may �nd it helpful to use animation:with(plots):animate(x-x^3-b,x=-2..2,b=-2..2);The toolbar buttons that show up when you left lik over the plot region at likethe ontrols on a assette tape player (rememeber those??) Use them to \play theanimation". (Note: the default gives 16 \frames" in the animation { 16 equally spaedb-values starting at b = �2, inreasing to b = +2.) Using the information from these3



plots, sketh the bifuration diagram for the family x0 = x� x3 � b as b varies (you'llwant to do this by hand).B) Sketh the bifuration diagram for the family with a = 0 and b varying. You may wantto repeat alulations as in question A to see the pattern. Inlude any Maple plots yougenerate in your lab write-up.C) Sketh the bifuration diagram for the family with a = �1, and b varying. Inlude anyMaple plots you generate in your lab write-up.D) Now onsider the families with b = �1; 0; 1 and a varying. Sketh the bifurationdiagram for eah of these families. Inlude any Maple plots you generate in your labwrite-up.E) (\Putting it all together") The goal now is to onstrut a plot of the a; b-plane showingthe regions where x0 = ax� x3 � b has di�erent numbers of equilibrium points.1) Show in general that if f(x) is a polynomial of any degree and f(x) has a multipleroot (i.e. double or higher multipliity) at x = , thenf() = f 0() = 0:2) Show that for a ubi of the form f(x) = ax � x3 � b, there exists some  withf() = f 0() = 0 if and only if 4a3 � 27b2 = 0:The expression 4a3�27b2 is alled the disriminant of the ubi { it's a generalizationof the b2 � 4a under the radial sign in the quadrati formula for the roots of ax2 +bx+  = 0(!) If you take our Abstrat Algebra ourse (MATH 351-352), you may seedisriminants of polynomials again in more generality.3) What are the di�erent numbers of equlilibrium points in the family? Whih regionsin the (a; b)-plane orrespond to ODE's x0 = ax� x3 � b with eah possible number?4) Desribe using phase lines and the graph y = ax� x3 � b the bifurations that ourwhen you ross from one region into another. Is there a di�erene depending onwhether the ross-over happens at (0; 0) or a point di�erent from (0; 0)?F) Let's add on a periodi term like in our disussion of periodi harvesting in lass.Consider the di�erential equationx0 = x� x3 � (0:1) sin(2�t)Study the solutions and determine whether there appear to be any periodi solutions.AssignmentLab writeups due Friday, September 24. (This is the same day as the due date forProblem Set 3; the problem set is very short this time for this reason.)4


